
Pico Independencia and Pirinios 

These two incredible peaks are the face of Huasteca. Their majestic beauty leaves a lasting 
impression on all that visit the park. The peaks themselves are steeped in history and are some great 
quality routes to their peak with the easiest being the Via Ferrata. 

Parking and Approach: 
From the entrance of Huasteca, continue for 1.2km, crossing over two bridges. Immediately after the 
2nd bridge, turn right into a large open area and park. To access the wall, walk towards the far north 
corner where you will see a short tree and a rock graffiti’d with a face. Continue along the mountains 
edge past the rock for around 500ft and until you come to a conglomerate cave and a large gulley 
heading up. Follow the dry river to the base of the wall with some Class IV. 

Huasteca’s climbing history is written in these walls. For generations, climbers have collaborated to 
establish the hardest and toughest lines up these walls in a bold ground up style. Many of the of older 
routes have run out sections and require some aid climbing while the newer routes are well bolted and 
super classics! 

 

1. La Arista Independencia 5.10d, 8 pitches, 315m *** 

Although this route no longer exists due to the addition of the Via Ferrata that covers many of its 
pitches, it is included in here as historical reference. You can still climb this route albeit with the use of 
the fixed cable of the Via Ferrata. 

FA Paco Medina 

2. La Norte 5.9/A1, 7 pitches, 230m * [MIXED] 



A wall of excellent climbing and great movement on mixed gear. It is one of the older routes on the wall 
that is sometimes repeated by bold locals. The route grade is based on the original ascent when the 
gear was first placed. Since this time however, some of the old fixed pins placed have snapped and 
the bolts should be considered dubious at best. The first pitch is located a few hundred feet to the left 
of the large dihedral that is Directísima. 

Equipment: 14 draws, 1 set of stoppers, 4 cams #0 - #4 and a set of brass huevos! 

P1: Begin on the ramp and follow it up the the bloc where you join a corner. Follow this to the first 
anchor below a small roof. 5.8 / A1 

P2: Climb direct up the obvious weakness till you reach a rightward sweeping rail and the belay. 5.8 / 
A1 

P3: Follow the rightward trending rail to its end where it will head direct and bring you to a stance on a 
ledge. Continue direct from the ledge and follow the old gear as it heads slightly right and finished at a 
belay. Lots of old bolts 5.9 / A1 

P4: Follow the dihedral to the belay. 5.9 / A1 

P5: Continue up the dihedral to the next belay on a small ledge. 5.9 / A1 

P6: Continue upward progress through the dihedral until you can step out left to a new wire belay on a 
large ledge. 5.9 

P7:  Join the Via Ferrata to reach the summit. Class IV 

R: Rappel the route or descend off the south face of Independencia. 

FA Juan de Diós de León 

 

3. Directísima 5.9+ / A3+, 300m [MIXED] 

Established over many generations of Monterrey climbers. This route tackles the largest and longest 
weakness on the rock face and has seen just 1 ascent to the summit. The first 5 pitches are 
considered the most difficult due to the loose nature of the rock. The route is equipped with a good 
number of old bolts in some of the blanker sections but is by no means a sport climb. The first ascent 
was done over an incredible 7 days on the wall.  

FA Paul ?? 

 

4. The Life You Can Save 5.12+, 13 pitches, 350m *** 

Established by visiting British climber Gareth “Gaz” Leah during his initiative Project Wall-E and NGO, 
Escalando Fronteras. The route takes the super direct line from the valley floor to the summit through 
a plethora of rock formations and styles. The route is very well equipped and the harder sections can 
be aided through by “french free” climbing. For those looking to climb the route over 2 days, It is 
possible to bivi under the roof at the 7th pitch but a hammock is recommended. 

Equipment: 15 quickdraws, 4 extendable runners, 70m rope 



P1: The short pitch starts at the large hueco and tackles the slab to a high first bolt and finishes at the 
two bolt anchor above. 5.6, 16m. 

P2: An easy start gets you established on the face where you are immediately met with some powerful 
static moves to overcome the roof. 5.10c, 30m. 

P3: A sucker pitch that is deceptively hard. Climb up from the belay into some 5.8 terrain where the 
wall gradually begins to kick back. Keep composed as you power up to the chains! 5.12a, 30m. 

P4: A challenging corner pitch that has a small run out at the beginning. 5.11a, 32m. 

P5: Follow the switching laybacks that require body tension and neat footwork. 5.11d, 33m. 

P6: A classic pitch that stems the giant flake to a ledge. 5.11b, 20m. 

P7: Technical moves off the belay lead the way for a sustained pitch that eases up just before the 
chains where you can go either left or right. 5.11a, 20m 

P8: The crux pitch of the route is both technically difficult, sustained and committing. Easy moves off 
the belay are short lived and the holds rapidly thin as the wall steepens. Strenuous moves gain the 
ledge before the roof when you must compose once more for a daunting step out into air! 5.12c/d, 
35m. 

P9: Not for the faint of heart. Traverse out into the void and make difficult moves above to reach the 
belay. 5.11b, 30m. 

P10: Rock unlike anything else found in the valley. Climb the large huecos and pockets that litter the 
wall. 5.10c, 25m 

P11: Leave the belay and crimp your way up the thin face through a small roof. 

P12: Just when you thought it was all over. Climb the thin face through a series of roof’s and difficult 
iron cross before it eases off. 5.11d, 32m. 

P13: Climb the blocs direct and head a little left after the only bolt to reach an anchor on the side of a 
large bloc. 5.6, 15m. 

R: Either rappel the route or descend via 3 rappels on the south side on the peak (See Via Ferrata 
descent) 

FA Gaz Leah and Carlos Flores April 2015 

Name donated by Alex Honnold as part of Escalando Fronteras Initiative 

 

5. No name 5.??, 3 pitches 

This line was began over a decade ago but is now abandoned. Will it ever get finished? 

 

6. Reynas Y Reyes 5.11d, 11 pitches, 310m *** 



This was a test piece for climbers in Monterrey, established by local hero Paco Medina. The route 
takes an obvious line from Cueva De Virgin all the way to the summit of Pirinios utilising the arête 
feature. If you’re in the area, this one comes highly recommended! 

Equipment: 12 quickdraws, 4 extendable runners, 60m rope 

P1: From Cueva De Virgin, follow the ramp to the first set of anchors. ClassIV, 40m 

P2: The first climbing pitch is also the crux. Tackle the bulging face direct. 5.11d, 37m 

P3: Continue through another long pitch of technical face climbing, although much easier than the 
previous! 5.10c, 30m 

P4: A short pitch that gains a good ledge. 5.9+, 12m 

P5: The face kicks back allowing an easy scramble to the next anchors which is also the start of two 
other routes on the face, feels exposed! Class IV, 20m 

P6: The climbing you’ve been waiting for. Incredible exposure on easy ground up the massive arête. 
5.8, 30m  

P7: Continue up the arête. 5.8, 30m 

P8: Another pitch much the same as the last. 5.8, 30m 

P9: The face begins to slab and the climbing eases. A short pitch to a ledge 5.8, 15m 

P10: Continue through blocky ground with some technical sections. 5.9, 25m 

P11: The final pitch that tackles an vertical corner and often seems hard after all the prior climbing. 
5.10b, 30m 

P12: Climb up the final blocky section to the summit where you’ll meet the anchors just below the 
cross. 5.9, 20m 

R: From the summit, follow the rough path to the south side and scramble down some Class IV to a 
hidden rappel station on the backside of a large bloc below the meeting of the saddle. Make 3 rappels 
on the south side on the peak to reach the ground (See Via Ferrata descent for more details)  

FA Paco Medina 

 

7. María Urrutia 5.10c, 4 pitches, 140m [Trad] 

A great line featuring crack, dihedrals and some off width! Access the route by walking through the 
Cueva De Virgin and scrambling the backside of the mountain to where the arête meets the saddle. 
You can either climb the gully (5.6) or using the fixed cable. 

 

Equipment: 15 quickdraws, 1 set of stoppers, 1 set of cams #1 - #4, 60m rope 



P1: Traverse the ledge to the corner through easy ground. Class IV, 50m 

P2: From the corner ledge, climb the dihedral to a large ledge. 5.10d, 40m  

P3: Continue up the open corner past some large flakes (bolt) to a small ledge with an old piton. 5.9, 
50m 

P4: Follow the corner to reach the exciting off width section. There are a handful of old pitons to help 
keep composure! 5.10b, 50m 

R: From the summit of Pirinios, follow the rough path to the south side and scramble down some Class 
IV to a hidden rappel station on the backside of a large bloc below the meeting of the saddle. Make 3 
rappels on the south side on the peak to reach the ground (See Via Ferrata descent for more details)  

FA Victor Padilla & Juan Guzmán 

 

8. Ernest Mallafre 5.9+, 3 pitches, 120m [TRAD] 

A moderate line that climbs between both Reynas y Reyes and María Urrutia. The line crosses some 
loose terrain and is not for the faint hearted. Access the start utilising the same scramble as the 
previous route. 

Equipment: 15 quickdraws, 1 set of stoppers, 2 sets of cams #2 - #4, 60m rope 

P1: From the anchor on the arête, head left onto the face and begin up the broken crack system till you 
reach a ledge.  5.9, 40m 

P2: Continue up through the blocky cracks using pinches, jams and whatever you can fit in the crack to 
move up. Once you reach the open ledge, trend left and make a belay. 5.9, 40m 

P3: A direct shot to the summit through some loose and run out terrain. 5.9, 40m 

R: From the summit of Pirinios, follow the rough path to the south side and scramble down some Class 
IV to a hidden rappel station on the backside of a large bloc below the meeting of the saddle. Make 3 
rappels on the south side on the peak to reach the ground (See Via Ferrata descent for more details) 

FA Ramone Narváez & ??  

 

9. Primer Ańo 5.9+, 4 pitches, 170m [Mixed] *** 

Another ultra classic on Pirinios equipped and FA’d by the one and only Paco Medina. This is a great 
climb that instills a sense of adventure and exposure for even the most experienced climbers. To 
access the start, follow the gully trail up the hill until you reach Martha. Head right, past the constriction 
that leads to the Cueva De Virgin and begin up the arête. 

Equipment: 10 quickdraws, 1 set of stoppers, 2 x 60m ropes 

P1: Scramble the arête to the base of the wall. Often done in 2 pitches. Class IV,100m 



P2: From the ledge, climb up the ramping, blocky arête, past 3 bolts to a two bolt anchor on a small 
ledge. 5.8, 45m 

P3: An interesting pitch up an off width that often intimidates climbers new to the style. The hard 
sections are protected by bolts.  5.9, 40m 

P4: Another corner section that leads to the large pointed block above. More bolts and more off width! 

P5: Climb up the pointed blocks and step up into the dihedral (Loose Flake!) This pitch has many bolts. 
5.9+, 45m 

R1: Cross the blocky summit to where the routes María Urrutia and Ernest Mallafre begin. Rappel or 
down climb the gully and cross through into the backside of Cueva De Virgin and out the front. Follow 
the gully down. 

FA Paco Medina 

 

10. Gully Route Class IV/5.6, 2 pitches, 80m [TRAD] 

This is rarely climbed for itself alone. It acts as an access path to the routes on the face of Pirinios and 
Independencia. Walk through Cueva De Virgin and emerge on the far side. Once out, follow the path 
for around 50ft and then branch off right into the bush (faint trail) which will lead you to an open gully 
with a cleared landing. The gully tends to be a little vegetated and has 2 bolted belays. 

FA unknown 

Via Ferrata (see number 1) 

A Via Ferrata (Italian for “Iron road”) is a protected climbing route who’s concept originates in the 
Italian Alps. Born from necessity during the first world war, they were constructed to transport troops 
across mountain ranges and defend borders. After the second world war, the Via Ferrata's became 
repurposed. Old ropes were replaced with cables and the iron ladders with metal rungs establishing 
what we recognise now as a modern day Via Ferrata.  

 

The Via Ferrata in Huasteca is the largest in Latin America and it sits aside the incredible arête of 
Independencia. Much to the disapproval of locals, the government decided to utilise the established 
sport route “La Arista Independencia" as the path for the Via Ferrata. The path it takes is both 
challenging and exciting for people of all fitness levels. There are a number of elements that will 
challenge the climber such as overhanging rungs, a hanging space ladder and zip-lines (optional). 

 

 

Images of the Via Ferrata 

 

WARNING: ANY VIA FERRATA CAN BE DANGEROUS AND YOU SHOULD FULLY 
UNDERSTAND HOW TO CORRECTLY CLIMB IT BEFORE ATTEMPTING. IF YOU ARE UNSURE, 



HIRE A GUIDE. THEIR HAVE BEEN 2 DEATHS DUE TO INEXPERIENCED USERS IN THE 
PAST.Via Ferrata 

This is a full day adventure that can take from 5 to 8 hours to complete. The approach to the start of 
the Via Ferrata is a good test of fitness level for the unfolding ascent as the hike is steep and so is the 
climbing. Knowledge on how to sport climb, rappel and correctly use a Via Ferrata is needed to 
complete the route. If you do not have the equipment, you can hire a guide service that will provide 
you with everything you for an awesome adventure! 

 

Guides 

El Potrero Guide - www.ElPotreroGuides.com 

Nuevo Leon Advenures - www.NuevoLeonAdventures.com 

 

Parking and Approach 

There are a couple of ways to access the bottom of the route. The quickest and shortest route is to 
drive to the hillside house (La Casa De Doctor) and begin the approach hike. However, if you do not 
have access to a 4x4 vehicle, you will need to take the climbing route that begins at La Casa De 
Doctor crag. 

 

4x4 vehicle  

From the park entrance, follow the road past ?? 

You will arrive at a open gravel area directly outside the old doctors house.  

 

OR 

 

Climbing 

From the entrance of Huasteca, continue for 1.2km, crossing over two bridges. Immediately after the 
2nd bridge, turn right into a large open area and park. To access the wall, walk towards the far west 
corner where you will see a short tree and a rock graffiti’d with a face. The trail begins 15 feet before 
the rock on the left and is marked with cairns. Follow the path till you meet the wall and reach a large 
cave (you can climb inside). Follow the trail to the left until you reach the doctors house. Climb the 
route on the right hand side of the balcony (5.5) that enables you to gain access to the house. Enter 
the house and take 2 spiral staircases to the top where you can exit onto the mountainside above. 

 

— 



 

From the doctors house, follow the trail that is marked by cairns up the mountain side and along the 
ridge line until you reach the base of the Via Ferrata at the arête of Pico Independencia. It’s good to 
remember that the path is never more than about 20ft from the wall. This is especially good to know if 
you are descending in the dark! 

 

Once standing below the hanging cable, you can access the route by climbing the face to the right 
(5.9) which leads to the first ladder rungs and the start of the Via Ferrata. Follow the rungs through 
different challenges to its end on top of Pico Independencia.  

 

— 

 

Getting Down 

There are several options to get down the Via Ferrata depending on what equipment you have 
available. If you do not have access to a 60m rope, you must back climb the route. 

 

Rappel 

Cross the saddle of the mountain to where the two ridges meet and down climb (IV class) to a rappel 
anchor hidden on the backside of the rock. (image ??)Rappel down to the ground or If you have a 
60m rope, you will find a 2nd rappel anchor made up of a chain on a thread near the end of the rope 
length. 

 

Once on the ground, follow the path across the saddle to the far side where you will find another rappel 
station made up of 2 bolts and chains. Make 3 more rappels to the ground and follow the dry river bed 
back to the start of the Via Ferrata. From here simply back track the way you came up. 

 

Zip Line 

If you have a steel cable pulley you can take the zip line across to the opposing peak. Once at the 
otherside, follow the path down to a rappel anchor and rappel twice to the ground (70m rope 
required) DO NOT TAKE THE 2ND ZIPLINE, IT REQUIRES BEING LOWERED OUT. Once down, 
follow the trail back to the start of the Via Ferrata and reverse the trail. 

	  


